Havis’ Guide to Universal Tablet Mounting

Presented by Havis, Inc, an ISO 9001:2008 certified company that manufactures in-vehicle mobile office solutions for public safety, public works, government agencies and mobile professionals. For over 80 years, the
Havis mission has been to increase mobile worker productivity with industry-leading products that are built
to the highest safety and quality standards and are designed with comfort in mind.
The combination of comfort, safety and quality in a truly universal device is what makes the Havis
Universal Tablet Mount the clear choice. Maximize productivity when using your tablet in your vehicle
workspace, office or any rugged mobile environment.

What exactly IS tablet mounting?
As mobile workers increasingly utilize tablets in the field, the need for proper in-vehicle and office mounting has arisen.
Havis developed the Universal Tablet Mount to securely mount most 10-inch tablets from a wide variety of manufacturers,
including Acer, Apple, Asus, Dell, HP, Lenovo, Microsoft, Motorola, Panasonic, Samsung, and Toshiba - with and without
cases. Tablet cases and skins will fit but should be first confirmed with the Compatible Tablet Dimensions.
Compatible Tablet Dimensions (Part # UT-201) - Tablet measurements should fall within these dimensions
Width: 9.30 - 11.24” (23.6 - 28.5 cm), Depth: 6.83 - 8.13” (17.3 - 20.7 cm), Height: 0.55 - 0.93” (1.4 - 2.4 cm)

Basic Mounting Options
Universal Monitor Mount
The Universal Monitor Mount
(C-UMM-101) works with C-MM-200
and C-MM-300 series and easily folds
closed for storage when not in use. It
is an excellent space saving solution
to allow additional equipment to be
mounted in a console.

Tilt/Swivel Motion Device
The Havis Tilt/Swivel motion device
(C-MD-202) enables 90° vertical tilt
for improved viewing angles and
180° rotation for tablets, laptops,
docking stations and keyboards. Its
easy-to-adjust quick-release handle
locks down the preferred position.

Heavy Duty Fixed Top Offset
Platform
The Heavy Duty Fixed Top Offset
Platform (C-HDM-303) bolts to the
C-HDM-200 series and allows for
strong, comfortable positioning of
equipment. It can be combined with
the C-MD-202 for tilt/swivel motion.

Monitor Adapter Plate with
Tilt/Swivel Motion Device
The Monitor Mount Assembly (CMM-218) works with C-DMM-100
series, C-UMM-101, C-MKM-101 and
C-MD-202, and extends the VESA 75
hole pattern up an additional 3.5” to
position the tablet higher.

Vehicle Specific Monitor Mount Assembly (2010 Ford
Explorer and 2013 Ford Interceptor Utility shown)
The vehicle specific monitor mount assembly includes a Vehicle Specific
Monitor Mount Base (C-DMM series), a Monitor Adapter Plate (C-MM-201)
and a bracket (C-MM-301).
See the Monitor Mount Configurator on www.havis.com to build your
own vehicle specific solution.

Please visit the Universal Tablet Mount (Part ID: UT-201) product page at www.havis.com for additional mounting
information and the latest product news.

For more information on any Mounting, Computing,
Transport or Power Management solutions, visit
www.havis.com or call 1-800-524-9900 today!

